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This paper presents three minimum-area floorplanning algorithms that use flexible arbitrary
rectilinear shapes for the standard cell regions in MBC designs. The first algorithm (pure
HCST) introduces a grid traversal technique which guarantees a minimum-area floorplan.
The second algorithm (Hybrid-BF) uses a combination of HCST and Breadth First (BF)
traversals to give a practical solution that approximately places flexible blocks at specified
locations called seeds. The third algorithm (Hybrid-MBF) improves on the shapes of the
flexible blocks generated by Hybrid-BF by using a combination of HCST and a Modified
Breadth First (MBF) traversal. All three algorithms are polynomial in the number of grid
squares. Optimized implementations of Hybrid-BF and Hybrid-MBF required less than two
seconds on a SUN SPARCstation10.
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[Analysis of Algorithms and Problem Complexity]: Nonnumerical Algorithms and Prob-
lems—Routing and layout; G.2.2 [Discrete Mathematics]: Graph Theory—Graph algorithms
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1. INTRODUCTION
Traditional floorplanning algorithms have used rectangles [Kozminski and
Kinnen 1988; Otten 1982; Suthantavibul et al. 1991; Vijayan and Tsay
1991; Chong and Sahni 1993; Pan and Liu 1995; Dai et al. 1989; Pan et al.
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1994] and simple rectilinear shapes [Wang and Wong 1992; Dasgupta et al.
1995; Wong and Liu 1989; Yeap and Sarrafzadeh 1993; Nakatake et al.
1996] to realize placeable modules. The reason for this limitation was to
“facilitate automation” [Sarrafzadeh and Wong 1996]; i.e., to simplify the
algorithms themselves and to simplify subsequent place-and-route within
the modules. Rectangular floorplans were further limited to sliceable
floorplans to simplify the algorithms (e.g., the floorplan area optimization
problem is NP-complete for general floorplans, but solvable in polynomial
time for sliceable floorplans [Otten 1983; Stockemeyer 1983]). Sliceable
floorplans also simplify the channel ordering problem. However, these
limitations to rectangles and further, to sliceable floorplans led to re-
stricted floorplan solutions. A recognition of this led to algorithms that also
use simple rectilinear shapes (e.g., L-shapes) to represent modules. These
approaches improve floorplan quality, but make the algorithms more
complex because of the additional cases that have to be considered.

In this paper we will demonstrate that the removal of these limitations
by using arbitrary rectilinear shapes results in practical algorithms which
produce zero-wasted-area floorplans. Moreover, current layout tools can
work on a rectilinear boundary by modeling it as a bounding rectangle with
keepout regions. Further, since 5–6 routing layers are available in current
designs, routing is primarily accomplished in over-the-cell areas rather
than in channels. Thus, the floorplanner does not need to be concerned with
the channel ordering problem. Although our algorithms are general, they
are especially applicable to mixed block and cell (MBC) designs [Sherwani
1995]. In an MBC design, regular structures such as RAM and datapath
blocks are usually implemented as full-custom macro cells (called blocks or
fixed blocks). The remaining logic is implemented using a “sea of standard
cells.” Blocks are said to be “glued” together by these cells. A common
approach to laying out MBC designs consists of forming groups of standard
cells called flexible blocks or juice blocks. Our floorplanner assumes that a
seed location is specified for each flexible block. This specifies an approxi-
mate location for that block. In MBC designs, an expert (either a program
or a knowledgeable user) can exploit knowledge of the functional relation-
ship between a flexible block and related fixed blocks to specify a good
location. Most of the existing layout algorithms for MBC designs require
flexible blocks to be rectangles [Apte and Kedem 1990; Upton et al. 1990;
Putatunda et al. 1988; Lee 1993]. All of these, except Lee [1993], restrict
the fixed block shapes to rectangles. In Lee [1993], the fixed block shapes
may be rectilinear, but flexible blocks are still rectangular.

We present three floorplanning algorithms, all of which utilize a grid
data representation of the floorplan area. The first algorithm (pure HCST)
employs a novel grid traversal technique, which guarantees a minimum-
area floorplan. However, this algorithm places flexible blocks without
regard to their seed locations. Another flaw with pure HCST is that it
results in floorplans where flexible blocks have long snakelike shapes. Such
shapes are undesirable because they make it difficult for the subsequent
place-and-route step to converge. For example, routability would be a
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problem if a large number of nets must be routed through a long, narrow
region. Also, such shapes permit two cells in a flexible block to be very far
away from each other. Any advantage of having two cells in the same block
is nullified since there is no guarantee that they will be near each other in
the final placement. Thus, these misshapen blocks place a greater burden
on the place-and-route software to meet routing specifications and timing
specifications on critical paths.

In response to these flaws, we have developed two practical floorplan-
ners. The Hybrid-BF algorithm uses a combination of HCST and the
Breadth First (BF) traversal technique. In addition to guaranteeing mini-
mum-area, Hybrid-BF results in better-shaped flexible blocks and places
them so that they respect their seed locations. The Hybrid-MBF algorithm
uses a Modified Breadth First (MBF) traversal in conjunction with HCST.
It results in better-shaped blocks than Hybrid-BF. Both algorithms require
O~g2! time in the worst case, where g is the number of available grid
squares. Optimized implementations of these two algorithms required less
than two seconds on a SUN SPARCstation 10 for each of our industrial
examples.

In Section 2, we formulate the problem and describe the data and input
representation. Section 3 provides the theoretical framework for the HCST
traversal technique and shows that it results in a minimum-area floorplan.
Section 4 describes the Hybrid-BF and Hybrid-MBF algorithms. Section 5
evaluates the quality of the floorplans generated by Hybrid-BF and Hybrid-
MBF algorithms and compares it to some of our previous work. This section
also describes six implementations of each algorithm and presents the run
times for each implementation. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. THE MBC FLOORPLANNING PROBLEM

2.1 Data Representation

We use a data representation in which a uniform grid is imposed on the
chip plane. Each block (fixed or flexible) is denoted by a unique integer. A
grid square is labeled by the integer corresponding to the block that
occupies that square. This ensures that two blocks will never overlap. A
block i is the geometric union of all grid squares labeled i.

2.2 Problem Formulation

Given the grid representation of a floorplan boundary of arbitrary rectilin-
ear shape within which fixed blocks and seeds have been assigned locations
with one seed per flexible block, obtain a floorplan which partitions the
available area (i.e., the grid squares not occupied by fixed blocks) among
the flexible blocks. Each flexible block is allowed to take any rectilinear
shape. The solution should attempt to satisfy the following objectives:

(1) [C]onnectivity: There must be a path between any two grid squares
belonging to the same flexible block, such that neighboring grid squares
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on the path have a side in common and that all grid squares on the path
belong to the flexible block.

(2) [A]rea: We state this objective as follows:
if (available area $ total area required by the flexible blocks)
then a floorplan solution exists.

Clearly, if less area is provided than is required by the flexible blocks,
the problem cannot be solved. Henceforth, we will assume that the area
provided is exactly equal to the sum of the areas of the flexible blocks,
in which case the objective reduces to a minimum-area objective.

(3) [P]roximity: Minimize the mean of the radii of all flexible blocks,
where the radius of a flexible block is defined as the maximum
Manhattan distance of the shortest path between a seed and any grid
square of the flexible block, such that all grid squares on the shortest
path belong to that flexible block. This objective attempts to force the
seed to be at the “center” of the flexible block.

(4) [S]ides: Minimize the number of sides in each flexible block to obtain
better-shaped blocks.

An Example. Figure 1 shows a floorplan grid, four preplaced fixed
blocks, and the seeds corresponding to the four flexible blocks. The seed
locations are denoted by the integers 1–4 in the figure. The areas of flexible
blocks 1, 2, 3, and 4 are assumed to be 150, 120, 110, and 90, respectively
(all areas are in terms of number of grid squares). Notice that the available
area is 470 5 150 1 120 1 110 1 90.1

3. THE PURE HCST ALGORITHM

It is trivial to satisfy criteria A alone: assuming that the number of
available grid squares exceeds or equals the number of grid squares
required by the flexible blocks, arbitrarily assign the requisite number of
grid squares to each flexible block. If the number of available grid squares
is g, then an algorithm to perform this task requires O~g! time.

Next, we will show that satisfying objectives A and C simultaneously is
nontrivial.

LEMMA 1. There exist problem instances for which it is impossible to
construct a floorplan that satisfies objectives A and C simultaneously.

PROOF. The example of Figure 2 shows such a problem instance, proving
the lemma: the area available for flexible blocks is 23 units. Let there be
two flexible blocks f1 and f2 of areas 11 and 12 units respectively, which are
to be placed in the available area. No allocation of grid squares to flexible
blocks is possible such that f1 and f2 are both connected. e

1The boundary of the floorplan was made L-shaped so that the available area is equal to the
required area.
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In view of this, we add some restrictions to the problem instance that
would guarantee that criteria A and C will be satisfied. The first restriction
is to require the available grid squares to be connected. The second (called
the even restriction) is as follows: let any corner of the layout boundary
denote the origin (0,0). Then, both coordinates of every corner of the layout
and of every fixed block must be even.

An example of a layout that satisfies this property is shown in Figure
3(a). The fixed blocks are shaded. If an input grid does not satisfy the even
criterion, we increase the resolution of the grid by a factor of 2 in each
dimension. Any corner ~i, j! of the floorplan boundary or fixed block in the
original grid becomes ~2i, 2j! in the new grid and the even restriction is
immediately satisfied.

THEOREM 1. Any problem instance which satisfies the even criterion and
all of whose available grid squares are connected satisfies A and C.

PROOF. Since the coordinates of each corner of the layout and every
fixed block are both even, it is possible to obtain a new grid in which 2 3 2
blocks are replaced by 1 3 1 squares. Figure 3(b) is the modified grid
corresponding to the grid in Figure 3(a). Think of this modified grid as the
connected graph G whose vertices correspond to available grid squares and
whose edges join neighboring squares. Consider any spanning tree of G.
The solid lines of Figure 3(c) delineate a spanning tree for the grid of
Figure 3(b). Traverse the spanning tree starting at the (arbitrarily chosen)

1

2

4

3

Fig. 1. An example of an input to the MBC floorplanning problem. The areas of flexible
blocks 1, 2, 3, and 4 are assumed to be 150, 120, 110, and 90, respectively.
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solid circle, as shown by the dashed line in Figure 3(c). This “twice around
the tree” tour corresponds to a Hamiltonian cycle in the original grid as
shown by the dashed line in Figure 3(a). More precisely, the four quarters
of each vertex in the grid graph correspond to the 4 grid squares in each
2 3 2 block of the original grid.

Finally, we note that a Hamiltonian cycle of length L is sufficient to place
any set of flexible blocks with arbitrary areas whose sum is less than or
equal to L, such that each flexible block is connected. This is done as
follows: choose any flexible block; let its area be ai. Then, traverse the grid
squares in the Hamiltonian cycle until ai squares have been visited. Repeat
with the remaining flexible blocks by continuing to traverse the rest of the
Hamiltonian cycle from the point at which we stopped. e

Creating the spanning tree and traversing the Hamiltonian cycle require
O~g! time, which is optimal. Note that pure HCST makes no attempt to
ensure that the squares occupied by a flexible block are near (or even
include) its seed. Rather, it results in a floorplan in which some flexible
blocks (e.g., 1, 4, and 6) are long snakelike structures (Figure 3(d)).

4. THE HYBRID-BF ALGORITHM

If proximity was the only criterion being considered, we could use a
Breadth-First (BF) traversal technique on the grid to place a flexible block.
Such a traversal starts at the seed of a flexible block and occupies grid
squares (traverses grid graph vertices) until the requisite number of grid
squares (equal to the area of the flexible block) are occupied.

Example: Consider the grid and seed square of Figure 4(a). Assume that
the flexible block corresponding to this seed must occupy 32 squares.
Figure 4(b) shows the placement of the flexible block assuming that the BF
algorithm traverses the neighbors of a square in the order N(orth), E(ast),
S(outh), W(est). Numbers indicate the order in which squares are traversed
(the seed square is assigned the number 0).

LEMMA 2. Given a connected grid, a seed square, and the number of
squares to be occupied, the BF algorithm computes a connected flexible block
with minimum radius.

FIXED BLOCK FIXED BLOCK

Fig. 2. Illustration of Lemma 1.
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PROOF. Connectivity follows from the definition of BF—a square is
traversed only if it is adjacent to a square that was traversed earlier. The
minimum radius property follows from the observation that BF occupies all
squares that are a distance i from the seed square before occupying any
square at distance i 1 1 or greater. e
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Fig. 3. (a) Layout satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1. (b) Modified grid. (c) Spanning tree
for modified grid. (d) Floorplan obtained by using HCST assuming that flexible blocks 1,
. . . , 6 require 58, 32, 37, 53, 40, and 68 squares, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Placement of a flexible block using the (b) BF. (c) MBF algorithm.
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This suggests an algorithm for floorplanning flexible blocks: place flexi-
ble blocks one by one using the BF algorithm outlined above. Note that this
does not guarantee that the mean radius over all flexible blocks is mini-
mized. Furthermore, the grid does not necessarily remain connected. This
could make it impossible to place the remaining flexible blocks. For
example, Figure 4(b) shows that the grid has been disconnected into two
components, one of which contains 5 squares. If there is no set of flexible
blocks in the input whose areas add up to 5, then it is impossible to achieve
connectivity. Finally, the number of sides of each flexible block is likely to
be very high because of the staircase boundaries that are formed when BF
is used.

We propose to reduce the number of sides per flexible block by employing
a modified-BF (MBF) traversal: the MBF traversal attempts to traverse the
N, E, S, and W neighbors of a square followed by its NE, SE, SW, and NW
neighbors. An attempt to traverse a NE neighbor is made only if either its
N or E neighbor was successfully traversed. This is done to ensure that the
original square and its NE neighbor are connected in the final floorplan.
Similar precautions are taken before traversing SE, SW, and NW neigh-
bors. The placement of the flexible block of Figure 4(a) using the MBF
technique results in Figure 4(c). The radius of the block is 5 and the
number of sides is 10, relative to the BF technique where these quantities
are 4 and 24, respectively.

In the remainder of this section, we propose a hybrid algorithm which
combines the BF technique with the HCST technique. Unlike pure HCST,
we do not initially require the grid to satisfy the even criterion. If
necessary, we will double the resolution of portions of the grid. The
algorithm places flexible blocks one at a time. As before, a flexible block is
placed in BFS order by occupying squares starting with the seed. The
difference is that the algorithm verifies that the occupation of a grid square
will not disconnect the grid. The square is occupied if and only if it passes
this test. The BF algorithm guarantees that a flexible block is not placed if
and only if there is no available square adjacent to the flexible block that
does not disconnect the grid. In the event that a flexible block cannot be
placed by BF, the algorithm uses the HCST technique to place the rest of
the flexible block and to start with the next flexible block. The algorithm is
outlined below:

Algorithm Hybrid-BF
1. for each flexible block F {
2. s 5 seed square of F;
3. while F is not placed {
4. if (s does not disconnect the grid G of available squares) {
5. Assign s to F;
6. repeat
7. let s 5 next available square in BF order;
8. until (s does not disconnect G or no squares available)
9. }
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10. else { // s disconnects the available squares
11. Let C be the union of s and all connected components (except the

largest) of the disconnected grid resulting from the occupation of s;
12. if (#squares in C # # remaining squares of F)
13. assign all squares in C to F
14. else {
15. Double the grid resolution of C
16. Use HCST to fill C with all the squares in F followed by squares from

other flexible blocks
17. Let F 5 the flexible block that is currently being processed.
18. } // end if
19. Let s 5 an available neighbor of s in the original grid.
20. } // end else
21. } // end of while
22. }

We now illustrate the algorithm by running it on the grid of Figure 5.
Flexible blocks 1–4 have already been placed, and flexible block 5 is being
placed. The only available square s is in position (1, 6) of the grid. This
square, which is obtained in line 7, would disconnect the available grid
squares into two parts, one containing 5 squares, the other containing 50
squares. This causes the algorithm to enter the else clause of line 10 in the
next iteration of the while loop. C (line 11) consists of s and the 5 squares
above it. In general, the grid may be broken into 2, 3, or 4 components. In
the latter two cases, C is the union of the 2 (or 3) smallest components and
s. Assume that 4 squares of block 5 remain to be assigned. This causes the
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else clause of line 14 to be executed. Each square of C is split into four
squares. Since 4 squares of flexible block 5 remain to be assigned in the
original grid, 16 squares of flexible block 5 remain to be assigned in the
new grid. After HCST runs out of 5s (line 16), it begins placing squares
from some other flexible block(s) as shown in the magnified diagram on the
left. After C is filled, we revert to the original grid and continue to place
squares from the current block (number 6) starting from the available
square adjacent to s (1, 7) using the BF algorithm.

THEOREM 2. Hybrid-BF satisfies criteria A and C in a floorplan whose
available grid squares are initially connected.

PROOF. We show that at any time in the algorithm, (1) the flexible
blocks (or their portions) that have been placed are connected and (2) the
available squares (if any) are connected. Clearly, this is true at the
beginning. At the end of the algorithm, when all flexible blocks are placed,
this statement implies that all flexible blocks are connected.

The BF traversal is used to fill squares of a flexible block f1 up to the
point that a square s is reached (line 10), whose occupation would discon-
nect the available grid into 2–4 connected components. From Lemma 2, the
squares that have so far been assigned to f1 are connected. Also, at this
point the available squares are connected. Lines 11–20 fill squares in C:
the union of $s% and all but one of the 2–4 connected components. Note that
C is also connected. C ’s resolution is doubled to satisfy the even criterion.
Next, Pure HCST fills squares in C starting from a sub-square of s that is
adjacent to the f1-occupied square from which the BF-traversal attempted
to fill s and ending at a sub-square of s that is adjacent to remaining
connected component that was not included in C. Note that the start and
end sub-squares should be adjacent to each other to facilitate HCST.
Theorem 1 ensures that the flexible blocks that were completely placed in
C are connected. The choice of the start square ensures that f1 is connected.
The choice of the end square ensures that the flexible block that was being
placed when HCST ran out of squares in C will be connected when the BF
traversal resumes in the next iteration of the while loop. The available
grid is the connected component that was not included in C, and is
connected, by definition. e

O~g! time is required to perform the connectivity check of lines 4 and 8.
A grid square is checked for connectivity at most 4 times (once for each
neighbor). Since there are g grid squares, the worst case complexity of the
BF component of our algorithm is O~g2!. The HCST component of the
algorithm is linear in the number of grid squares and does not increase the
time complexity. The Hybrid-MBF algorithm is obtained by replacing the
BF traversal implied in Line 7 with the MBF traversal. The proof of
correctness with respect to Objectives A and C, and the time complexity are
identical to that for Hybrid-BF.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Six variations of both hybrid algorithms were implemented in C11 and
run on a SPARCstation10. The six variations only differ from each other in
their implementations and therefore their run times, but all compute the
same floorplan. For data, we used 4 industrial floorplans (Table I) [Mehta
et al. 1995].

Quality of Floorplans

The quality metrics for each of the four floorplans are shown in Table II.
Aopt is the optimal area obtained by both algorithms. ACOLONIZE is the area
we obtained by using an iterative algorithm with an unbounded time
complexity [Mehta et al. 1995]. PBF and PMBF are the proximities obtained
by the BF- and MBF-based algorithms, respectively. PLB is a lower bound
on the proximity for a given set of flexible blocks. It is computed by
assuming that each flexible block has minimum radius. The minimum
radius of a flexible block is the radius obtained when a BF algorithm is
used to place the block in an infinitely large grid all of whose squares are
available. SBF and SMBF are the average number of sides of all flexible
blocks obtained by the BF- and MBF-based algorithms, respectively. The
lower bound is 4, when all flexible blocks are rectangles. As expected, there
is a significant drop in the number of sides when MBF is used instead of
BF. This is accompanied by a slight increase in proximity. In one case, the
proximity improved when MBF was used.

Figures 6 and 7 show some of the floorplans obtained by our algorithms.
Figures 6(a) and 7(a) correspond to the input of Figure 1. The integers
associated with the flexible blocks indicate the order in which they were
processed, while their position within each flexible block denotes the
location of the seed for that flexible block. In all the cases tried, the
algorithm never had to execute the else clause of line 14 of the hybrid
algorithm. This can be attributed to the large ratio of standard cell area to
fixed block area in the floorplans used in our experiments. Since pure
HCST ignores proximity and side minimization, Hybrid-BF and Hybrid-
MBF can be expected to result in poor proximity and side minimization for
circuits with low standard cell area/fixed block area ratios.

An important observation resulting from our experiments is that the
relative positions of fixed blocks and seeds in the problem instance are
crucial to succeeding with respect to the proximity objective. A poor initial
placement (e.g., Figure 6(a)) in which seeds and fixed blocks are clustered

Table I. Input Data

Floorplan No of Fixed Blocks No of Flexible Blocks Area(Fixed) Area(Flexible)

FP1 4 4 77 470
FP2 4 5 104 448
FP3 6 6 137 1605
FP4 8 8 445 1890
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together will result in poor proximity, whereas a better initial placement
(Figure 6(b)) gives better proximity results. Average radii for flexible blocks
in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) were 23 and 14.25, respectively. Figure 7
shows the floorplans obtained by using MBF instead of BF on the same
inputs as Figure 6. Average radii for Figures 7(a) and 7(b) were 23.75 and
15, respectively.

Table II. Quality of MBC Floorplanning Algorithms

Floorplan Aopt ACOLONIZE PBF PMBF PLB SBF SMBF

FP1 547 576 23.0 23.75 7.8 38.0 19.5
FP2 552 600 15.6 15.40 6.6 36.8 15.2
FP3 1742 1764 20.9 23.40 9.8 61.5 18.75
FP4 2335 2500 29.0 30.90 11.0 72.0 20.0

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Floorplans generated by the hybrid BF-based algorithm.

4

3

2

1

1

4

2

3

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Floorplans generated by the hybrid MBF-based algorithm.
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Implementation Issues

A check was added which ensures that the seed square of a flexible block is
never filled by another flexible block. This results in the narrow paths often
used to connect the seed to the rest of the block in Figure 6(a) (for blocks 2,
3, and 4).

We experimented with three variations of the BF and MBF algorithms.
The three variations use different algorithms to check that the occupation
of a grid square does not disconnect the available grid. Since this check is
performed each time a grid square is being allotted to a flexible block, its
impact on run times is quite significant. In the first variation (V1), a
depth-first algorithm which starts at any available square, is used to
traverse the connected component containing that square. The number of
squares in that connected component equals the number of squares avail-
able in the entire floorplan if and only if the available grid squares are
connected. The second and third variations utilize the following observa-
tion.

LEMMA 3. Occupying an available square, c disconnects an originally
connected grid if and only if there is no path between at least one pair of c’s
(at most 4) available neighbors.

PROOF. if: Clearly, if there is no path between a pair of squares, the grid
is disconnected.

only if: Suppose that the occupation of grid square c disconnects the grid,
but there is a path between each pair of c ’s available neighbors. Consider
the grid prior to c ’s occupation. Since the grid was originally connected,
there is a path between each square and c. Consider the shortest such path.
This path must go through one of c ’s available neighbors and it cannot go
through two of c ’s neighbors (otherwise it would not be a shortest path).
After c ’s occupation, there will still be a path between each square and one
of c ’s neighbors (i.e., the shortest path in the original grid without the last
edge). But, since each pair of c ’s neighbors are connected, all grid squares
are connected to each other—so the grid is not disconnected, which is a
contradiction. e

Figure 8 illustrates this observation. Square c2 disconnects the available
grid while squares c1 and c3 do not. Notice that there is no path between
the available neighbors w2 and e2 of c2, once c2 is occupied. On the other
hand, there continue to be paths between any pair of (n3, w3, s3) after c3 is
occupied. c1 has only one available neighbor, hence its occupation does not
disconnect the grid.

The second variation ~V2! takes advantage of this by counting c ’s
available neighbors. If this quantity is 1 (e.g., for c1 in Figure 8), then c
does not disconnect the grid, and it is not necessary to run the DF
algorithm to check for connectivity. The third variation ( V3) differs from
the second when c has two or more available neighbors. In this case, a BF
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traversal starting at one of c ’s available neighbors is used. If this traversal
visits all of the remaining available neighbors of c, then c does not
disconnect the grid and the BF traversal is immediately halted. In practice,
the neighbors of c are often connected by short paths and the BFS traversal
halts after visiting very few squares. In contrast, the DF algorithm used in
the first two variations always traverses all available squares.

The BF and DF algorithms mentioned above traverse the grid by mark-
ing all the squares visited. After the traversal is concluded, it is necessary
to reset all the marked values in the grid.2 For each of the three variations
we experimented with two methods for resetting the grid. In the first ~M1!,
a DF traversal which only traverses marked squares is used. In the second
~M2!, all squares in the two-dimensional array used to store the grid are
traversed. Table III shows the run times for each of the six variations of the
hybrid BF and MBF algorithms for the four floorplans described in Table I.
We summarize the results below: (1) In general, the hybrid BF algorithm is
faster than the hybrid MBF algorithm. (2) As expected, variation V3 is
faster than V2 which is faster than V1. V1 is slower than V2 by a factor of
1.14–1.32, and is slower than V3 by a factor of 3.27–27.39. (3) M1 takes
more time than M2 for variations V1 and V2, while M2 takes more time for
variation V3.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In the preceding sections, we have outlined two practical hybrid algorithms
for floorplanning flexible blocks in MBC designs. These algorithms employ

2S. Hauck proposed an elegant technique that makes it possible to avoid this step: Suppose
that an unsigned integer is used to represent the contents of the grid squares. Then, we
reserve the highest integers in its range to denote fixed and flexible blocks. Let the remaining
integers be [0, maxint]. Initially, all available squares contain 0. When grid connectivity is
checked for the ith time ~i $ 1!, integer i is used to mark squares; squares containing values
less than i are considered to be available in this iteration. It is not necessary to reset squares
marked i, since they will be treated as available in subsequent connectivity checks. After all
maxint integers are used, it will, however, be necessary to reset all squares with integers in
[1, maxint]. This practically removes the overhead of unmarking squares at the end of each
connectivity check.

Fig. 8. Illustration of Lemma 3.
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the new HCST traversal technique introduced in this paper in combination
with traditional graph traversal techniques to achieve minimum-area floor-
plans. Both algorithms attempt to locate flexible blocks at the specified
seed positions and both require O~g2! time, where g is the number of grid
squares. The MBF-based algorithm computes floorplans with significantly
better shapes than the BF-based algorithms.

The quality of a floorplan is closely tied to the quality of the input which
consists of seed and fixed block positions and area estimates for flexible
blocks. The area estimates for flexible blocks must take routing area into
consideration. If the floorplan quality is unsatisfactory (e.g., timing/routing
specifications cannot be met in subsequent steps), it may be necessary to
rerun the floorplanner with better input data. The fast speed of our
algorithms makes it possible to rerun the floorplanner on improved input
specifications with minimal impact to the design cycle time. Studies on the
impact of input specifications on the floorplanner would be useful. In this
regard, it will also be useful to study more formally the impact of various
shapes on routability and timing.
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